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EDITOR’S RANT
Journalism is probably not the best job for a pacifist. Constantly seeking to
make connections, probe anomalies and offer a dissenting point of view,
it is not unusual to be vocal of bold moves by figureheads, whether for or
against.
Although journalism is fundamentally meant to be impartial, this is in reality
very idealistic, as merely reporting something provides some insight into
the standpoint of the writer, or at least the editor. Furthermore, today’s
mainstream news outlets are closer to mouthpieces for the powerbrokers
that control them than sources of impartial reporting.
That qualified, I admit we (PubTIC) have been very critical of the kneejerk nature of both the lockout laws in NSW and big-business prioritisation
provided to the casinos around the country.
Political decisions made on personal preference over considered debate
are – in my opinion – contemptable. While I have no issue with anyone
conforming to their own religious doctrine, I argue there is no place for it in
parliament.
Enter Casino Mike. A second-thought would-be priest, he has instead risen to
the top of NSW politics, to better align State policy with the Catholic Church.
I maintain that’s not Kocher. Even the USA, probably the most religious
western country, has long recognised the perils of mixing Church and State.
Like most, I was dismayed at the scandal that emerged from the greyhound
industry in relation to live baiting and culling of substandard pups.
But as with the lockouts, I am highly critical of a ‘captain’s call’ that makes
sweeping changes based on little, biased or emotional evidence.
The average pub around Australia won’t be greatly affected by this autocratic
decision – if only because it is only NSW, and punters and venues can still
utilise the sport in other States.
But as with the lockouts, this was a decision made at best on the basis of
an emotional reaction by one puritan, at worst one made with political
point-scoring in mind. Either way, it’s as dodgy as the handful of live baiting
trainers it seeks to destroy.
I believe one of the least savoury elements of politics is the ‘us & them’
propensity that sees politicians skirt issues and questions, particularly if their
true thoughts and feelings may not be in keeping with party policy. This
made it all the more enlightening when even pseudo-elected poll-sliding PM
Turnbull was critical of Baird’s “overreaction” on the greyhounds.
But perhaps we’ve gotten Casino Mike all wrong. Perhaps he really is the
proverbial dyslexic, agnostic insomniac, lying awake at night wondering if
there is indeed a dog. I just wish he’d do it elsewhere.
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
LANTERN SEES LIGHT AT END
OF TURNAROUND TUNNEL

pub in a growing area with his old buddy.
“Pelathon have done a great job to date, but there’s plenty of
opportunity to do more. We want to introduce more of a family
focus and dining experience, and evolve it as a champion of the
community and local meeting place.”
Enjoying an extensive renovation, the Toormina has a large beer
garden, TAB and gaming room with 20 EGMs, multiple bars and
a drive-through bottle shop. It is the third coastal pub for the
Shorts.

The turn-around of listed pub group Lantern has been seen
in the company’s end of financial year report. Announcing a
formal ‘Transformation Plan’ at the end of 2015, the resulting
changes to revenue and debt have brought significant
upswings on the bottom line and a healthy dividend return to
stakeholders.
The Plan has worked to first ‘stabilise’ and then ‘transform’ the
company’s haemorrhaging financials, by reducing debt and by
shedding its less lucrative assets. While there are plans to begin
growth again, the portfolio has shrunk to just six FGC venues
and one passive freehold. The remaining ‘core’ venues have
greatly sharpened their focus on gaming.
The gaming prioritisation sparked the ‘EGM replacement
programme’, slated to be complete in August, whereby 64 per
cent of all machines will be new. The programme has driven
core venue gaming revenue increases of 18.7 per cent. This was
the backbone of 10.9 per cent growth in core venue revenue
to $18.2 million, and a 38.8 per cent increase in EBITDA to $4.9
million.
The award-winning Lawson Park Hotel was divested for $4m,
including 15 gaming entitlements underpinning the value
to the tune of around $1.5 million. This followed the Cairns
Courthouse sale to Jaz Mooney’s Pelathon Management Group
for $6.25m. News of the pending sale of the Central Hotel leaves
the divestment program almost complete.

Almost simultaneously, O’Hara announced another new
partnership, with Mark Malloy, for Maitland’s Bradford. Enjoying
a long connection through rugby, they have likewise not owned
a pub together previously although both have worked under
the guidance of pub legend Arthur Laundy.
Potentially a record for the area, sources say the sale was circa
$11m, reflecting its multi-faceted offering and years of loving
attention by the long-standing owners.
“It’s a big, thumping pub, with a big bar and food on a 6,000
metre block. It’s got a lot of strings to its bow,” said Malloy,
whose family own Lidcombe top gaming pub the Railway Hotel.
The younger Malloy gives credit to his hard-working mum,
who hasn’t missed a day’s work at the Railway since buying it in
1989, and Arthur Laundy, who he attributes as instrumental to
his success.
“Without Arthur we would never have had the experience
or exposure, or know how to build integrity and trust in a
partnership.”
The Bradford was negotiated through Ray White’s Blake
Edwards, while the Toormina sold off-market through JLL
Hotels’ national director John Musca.
“The transaction follows the now normal pattern of regional
equity flight from Sydney, which driven by the city’s severely
constricted hotel supply, has astute operators looking to the
larger growth centres throughout the state in pursuit of yield,”
said Musca.

Lantern (ASX: LTN) reports the sales drew an average premium
of 14 per cent to book value, realising around $43 million in
capital. This helped with refinancing on the primary debt
facility; gross bank debt has halved to approximately $40
million.
In July LTN shares traded at a six-year high of 0.124c, move than
double its 2015 low in October, and 265 per cent of its all-time
low in mid-2012. Investors saw a return of 2c per security in
August, per the new Board’s formalised ‘Distribution Policy’
aiming for a payout ratio of 50-80 per cent “relative to profit”.

O’HARA BUYS UP WITH
SHORT & MALLOY

As coastal pubs keep surfacing in a hot market, old mates
Marty Short and Sean O’Hara have signed for Coffs Harbour’s
Toormina Hotel, while O’Hara also snapped up Maitland’s bigticket Bradford Hotel.
Toormina borders seaside playground Sawtell and is within the
thriving Toormina Shopping Centre, boasting anchor tenants
Woolworths, Coles and Aldi. Enjoying no nearby competition, it
has seen 20 per cent annual trade growth.
Their first partnership, Short and O’Hara took the keys for $10
million from Jaz Mooney’s Pelathon Management Group, selling
on behalf of co-investors. Short said it “feels right” to run a great
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WAUGHS RAISE ANOTHER BIG
CHEQUE FOR CHARITY
Mitchell Waugh’s Public House Management Group (PHMG) has
produced another big cheque for charity with $135,000 raised
over a Ladies’ Lunch at Bistro Moncur in the Woollahra Hotel, in
support of the Royal Women’s Hospital Newborn Care Centre.
MC’d by Karl Stefanovic and hosted by Waugh’s wife Harriet,
guest speakers were PHMG’s internationally renowned chef
Guillaume Brahimi, and Harper’s Bazaar editor Kellie Hush.
Fundraising focused on a raffle and charity auction. Major prizes
included a private dinner party for ten cooked by Brahimi in the
winner’s home, and an all-expenses ski trip to Aspen, Colorado.
Tickets were $350 each, which included a three course Bistro
Moncur dining experience by Brahimi and Moet & Chandon
Grand Vintage.

NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
BUYERS ‘TUSSLE’ AS HOTELS
SELL LIKE HOTCAKES

battle. He added that the Lawson Park’s value was similarly
‘underpinned’ by 15 EGMs, and noted the inherent value in the
region to investors.
“Mudgee is one of the State’s leading regional tourist
destinations, with 524,000 annual visitors and the town
hosting over 50 community events and festivals annually.”
2016 has seen a number of regional, particularly coastal, sales
to established hoteliers. The February sale of Settler’s Tavern in
Gosford to the Laundy group added to his recent purchase of
the Tea Gardens, building on to his Central Coast portfolio of
Long Jetty, Chittaway Bay and Bateau Bay.
In July, local operators beat out the investors at auction to
grab the lessor’s interest of the Racecourse Hotel, in the
Newcastle growth corridor of Wallsend. Buyers Mark and
Tracy Keegan are long-standing and high-profile Newcastle
hoteliers.

The perfect storm is driving coastal and regional popularity
and sharpening yields, and pubs in growth areas have never
been more in vogue.
Hotel Cessnock is the latest in a trail of assets scooped up
by strong operators and prudent investors. The prominent
two-storey brick pub enjoys the full complement of amenities,
including bistro and commercial kitchen, adjoining courtyard,
beer garden, parking, 17 accommodation rooms plus
manager’s residence, and gaming with TAB and 12 EGMs in
full smoking solution.
It is tenanted on a 10 + 10 lease, paying net rental of $210k,
and located in the heart of Cessnock, around 50 km west of
Newcastle.
The freehold interest sold to a passive investor for a price
equating to a sharp eight per cent yield, reflecting appetite for
the sector. It was marketed by Sydney-based Manenti Quinlan
& Associates in conjunction with Newcastle’s Moore & Moore
Real Estate.
“The demand for investment hotels is being driven by
investors seeking alternatives to the volatile equities market
and low earnings on cash investments,” said Gerry Quinlan.
“Commercial, industrial and retail investments are viewed
by many investors as bland. Hotels are not. They are secure
investments, with value underpinned by gaming licences.”
Specialising in this kind of transaction, Quinlan leads a chorus
of commentary recognising the new breed of hotel investor.
At the coal face, he notes the increasing shortage of available
pub assets and suggests new listings are being measured in
hours rather than days.
In early August Quinlan cited four regional sales in seven days.
One of these was the Mayfield Hotel, on a landmark 1,600 m²
site on Maitland Road in the Hunter Valley region. It included a
similarly generous ‘regional’ layout, with bistro, three outdoor
areas, drive-through bottle shop, parking, manager’s residence,
TAB and gaming room with full outdoor solution and 15 EGMs.
The week prior saw the sale of Lantern’s Lawson Park Hotel
in Mudgee for $4.05 million. Drawing 57 enquiries, the listed
company’s CEO John Osborne described the divestment
campaign as “tailor made to attract both investors and
operators”.
Quinlan confirmed “a competitive tussle” occurred between
the two types of buyers, with an investor finally winning the

The sale price of $2.1 million represented a very tight yield of
just 6.19 per cent, and the veteran Quinlan suggests the haze
has cleared in place of the storm.
“Demand for investment hotels has reached a new high,”
he stated. “Investment hotels had been undervalued by the
marketplace compared to other investment class assets … this
is now being corrected.”

ALE BASKS AS
WOOLWORTHS SWEATS

ALE EOFY results saw dividend increases and prosperity
predicted to arise from growth and opportunities in
partnership with ALH – backed by flustered supermarket giant
Woolworths.
In days since the announcement (ASX: LTN) ALE’s securities
have remained steady around $4.34 – trading at a healthy 71
per cent premium to their underlying value of $2.53.
ALE MD Andrew Wilkinson summarises investor perception
of value in three areas: income, due to the long leases and
options with the country’s largest publican, ALH; growth, due
to capital investment by ALH on the properties it leases from
ALE; opportunity to increase the developed percentage of the
land the hotels occupy.
ALE holds 86 properties in its portfolio, valued at nearly $1bn
and representing nearly 1,000,000 m² of which only 25 per
cent is developed. All properties are tenanted by Australian
Leisure & Hospitality (ALH), which operates 331 licensed
venues and 560 retail liquor outlets. ALH is 75 per cent owned
by Woolworths.
Woolworths (ASX: WOW) has not had as great a year,
posting a 40.8 per cent drop in full year revenue. The Board
reacted by appointing Brad Banducci as chief executive and
MD. Banducci announced “turnaround measures” to slash
operating costs, with 500 staff to be sacked and another 1,000
repurposed. Currently operating 960 supermarkets, 21 will be
shut immediately and leases paid out, with another 20 under
consideration. Three-year plans to build 90 new stores have
been halved. The company also cited the closure of three
hotels, but would not elaborate further.
This, and rumours some of the supermarket giant’s more
ethically sensitive investors aren’t fond of association with a
company that operates poker machines, has led to speculation
WOW may be considering divesting its hotel interests.
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NEWS HIGHLIGHTS
HEMMES RESCUES
ALEXANDRIA HOTEL

Hunt has leveraged his operation with part ownership and
management in a growing pub fund that last year acquired
the Rutherford Hotel, and now the Duke.
“We are delighted to add the Duke of Wellington to our
growing portfolio of Hunter region pubs. It’s a great hotel, with
a strong food and beverage offering and very well established
management team,” says Hunt.

After more than a year of outrage, inner-west residents are
celebrating the news Merivale has bought and will reopen the
landmark Alexandria Hotel.
Development company Centennial Property Group purchased
the hotel a couple of years ago, and in early 2015 lodged
an application to demolish to make way for residential
apartments. This prompted a tirade of objections and a
movement to ‘Save Alex’ with thousands signing petitions and
attending rallies, and calls for a heritage overlay. A hotel has
been on the site since the 1870s. The current building was
constructed by Tooths in the 1920s.
Centennial’s initial application was denied by City of Sydney
Council, as was a second preserving the hotel but building
apartments behind it, prompting an appeal in the Land and
Environment Court.
But Centennial was itself acquired by Sydney developer
Fiducia, which determined to instead divest the 913 m² corner
site. JLL national director of investment sales John Musca
approached Justin Hemmes, who reportedly felt for the plight
of the pub and agreed to purchase it – sight unseen – for $10
million.
The Alex closed late 2015 and held a fire sale to strip anything
of value. Its original bar remains, but there are no fixtures,
fittings, kitchen, or even plumbing.
“Institutions like this must be preserved, they reflect our
history and help shape our culture - especially when they
mean as much to their local community as The Alex does,”
said Hemmes.
“This outcome is a great reward for the passion and character
of the community who fought so hard to save this property
where a hotel has stood for almost 150 years.”
Sydney Lord Mayor Clover Moore had offered it is a great
result for the community. “I’m thrilled Mr Hemmes plans to
restore and re-open this fantastic building and involve our
residents and creatives in shaping its future use.”
The pub was operated for 15 years under lease by former
Sydney Swans forward Darren “Harry” McAsey, who turned
it into the unofficial home of the Sydney AFL team and kept
interest to a loyal following of football fans, potentially at some
expense to its financial viability.

HUNT HOSPITALITY NAILS
NEW ASSET IN HUNTER
Steve Hunt has furthered his pub fund portfolio with the
acquisition of the thriving Duke of Wellington in outer
Newcastle for around $8.5 million.

Family-owned Hunt Hospitality operates successful Newcastle
region pubs such as the CBD and Kent Hotels. Patriarch Steve
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Built in 1876, the pub was named after the famous
commander of the English and Allied army at the 1815 Battle
of Waterloo against Napoleon Bonaparte. It has long been a
cornerstone of the local mining community, self-described as
the place “You’re amongst friends you’re yet to meet!”.
Sale of the Duke was conducted off-market by CBRE and
Knight Frank on behalf of a private consortium of owners.
CBRE national director Daniel Dragicevich says the record low
interest rates are making syndicate-operator models such as
this more attractive than ever to investors.

BEER SURVEY OFFERS INSIGHT
TO PUBS AND PROPRIETORS
Consumer research on Australia’s legion of craft beer drinkers
has produced important results for licensees.
The Sydney-based Beer Cartel distributes over 1,100 craft
beers from around the world. It surveyed over 6,500 beer
drinkers for its comprehensive 2016 Australian Craft Beer
Survey.
Key results for licensees:
•

Pale Ale is Australia’s favourite style, consumed by 91 per
cent of craft beer drinkers

•

Australian craft beer drinkers are highly patriotic, voting
Australia the best beer-producing nation

•

Within Australia, Victoria was voted the best State for craft
beer

There are now several hundred craft brewers in Australia, and
most constantly producing new offerings with wildly varying
success. Voted Top 5 were (in order): Feral Brewing Co, Pirate
Life, Stone & Wood, Bridge Road, 4 Pines.
The Cartel has also found typical craft beer drinkers are
cashed-up; over 90 per cent have high disposable income.
Beer Cartel director Richard Kelsey says competition amongst
brewers is leading to compelling profitability for publicans.
“By style Pale Ale is the most consumed beer, so it makes
sense for pubs to offer this – particularly one from any of the
top 10 best Australian craft breweries as these will allow for
consistent turnover.
Full survey results at www.beercartel.com.au

MAJOR FEATURE

A new precinct naturally needs a new pub,
and the Maloufs have served up the order for
the day. Clyde Mooney reports
On the south-western fringes of Sydney sprouts a new

shopping complex. It’s in the middle of a commercial hub,

Macarthur Region suburb named Gregory Hills, taking its

just a few hundred metres from new homes – in fact the area

name from St Gregory’s Chapel that graced the land prior to

is slated to get 8,000 new homes over the next eight years

suburban development.

within kilometres of the pub. Suitable site: check.

The Malouf family have been operating hotels for far longer
than Gregory Hills has been on the map, and saw the growing
family-oriented ‘burb as one in need of hospitality.
“Every community needs a place they can watch the game
with a beer, listen to live music and enjoy a casual meal with
family and friends,” says Jamie Malouf.
With this knowledge, the family set about creating a pub
from scratch. This involved finding a suitable site, imagining
a market and determining the right design, and of course
building the thing. But unlike most publicans, they had in
fact done this before, in Eastwood, demolishing an old tyre
warehouse to build the Landmark Hotel.
The plot of land chosen overlooks bustling Gregory Hills Drive,
across from the huge under-construction private hospital and

August 2016 PubTIC | 9

MAJOR FEATURE
The exorbitant state of Sydney house prices is such that
new districts such as Gregory Hills are mostly the domain of
modest working-class families and people wanting their own
home, on a real plot of land. Most have children in the yard,
and tradies are part of the landscape. As such the decision was
always to create a pub for these locals, targeting an older and
over-25 crowd.
“Like many large pubs, Gregory Hills Hotel needed to appeal
to everyone from young families, through to the punters
and tradespeople out for a beer and a punt after work,” says
architect, Tom Bergstrom.
“The design was carefully developed so that everyone has an
area of the pub they can call their own. The bistro and lounge
area have been designed with different zones in mind so that
the crowd can naturally build up and move gradually from the
more dining focused area through to the lounge area.”
Stepping through the main entrance, there is no mistaking
food is important at the Gregory Hills. One is greeted with
an array of seating for up to 300 people, overseen by shiny
Carlton Draught tanks, sporting gauges and “delivered on …”
dates and impressive copper-clad piping down to the bar
opposite.
To the south, the long bistro counter fronts a busy, openplan kitchen with 20 staff. Adjoining the bistro is the dessert
bar and one of the two coffee bars, before the kids play area.
This features a maze of climbing equipment and games, in an
enclosed area all on artificial grass Bergstrom says is intended
to be “a bit separate so the little ones are catered for but don’t
dominate the rest of the pub”.
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John Payne

MAJOR FEATURE

To the north of the front entrance is the main lounge area,
with an impressive double-sided gas fireplace, more seating
and table options, and inviting chesterfield lounges. This
section benefits from the building’s high pitched roof, with
large open terraced areas under exposed beams. The lounge
leads through to the ‘upper terrace’, which can be used for
private functions. Much of this area is enclosed by timber
concertina windows that fold back to provide both ventilation
and an even greater sensation of space.
Continuing outside, overlooking the main road, is a covered
but open-air courtyard with TV arrays and custom furniture.
This further leads to the ‘deck bar’, with outdoor bar service at
an open-sky space protected by a discrete retractable roof that
automatically unfurls if rain is detected.
“There’s a whole lot of different areas, so if you want the
outdoor experience or semi-outdoor there’s all these different
options,” explains licensee John Payne. “Most of it is nonsmoking, as we’re a food-driven venue.
“This is just our sixth week, and we’re doing over 7,000 covers
a week. Sundays you can’t get a seat, Saturday night’s the
same, Fridays are 90 per cent full. The queue can be past the
front entrance.
“We do service to the table. You don’t have to go and collect.
So we have staff walk the line and ask the question ‘where will
you be sitting?’ and telling customers if there’s going to be a
30-minute wait. We do drinks service for the queue. It’s about
making the experience a little more acceptable during the
busier times.”
Occupying a prominent central segment of the hotel, the bar
12 | August 2016 PubTIC

MAJOR FEATURE
offers a growing wine list, all shelves of spirits, and nineteen
draught beers including six ‘craft’ drops. Amongst these are
Stone & Wood, Young Henrys, Queensland-based Balter, and
two creations by local brewer Stockade.
“They’re all very popular,” notes John. “Not one is lagging,
they’re all doing two kegs plus a week. And the Brewery Fresh,
we’re doing nearly two tanks a week – that’s about 20 kegs.
“We want to be able to change product, have beer of the
month and rotate craft taps, but we’re not ready to change yet
as we’re really happy with how all our crafts are turning over.”
Beyond the bar is the gaming area of the hotel. The Sports Bar
offers a fully paperless Platinum TAB, private smoking balcony,
and warm, inviting colour scheme with soft light fittings
behind the bar to produce the right atmosphere for regulars.
Next door to this is the gaming room, with its luxurious
contemporary casino feel. A striking ceiling feature warms the
room with reflected light, languishing over bespoke carpet.
A gurgling water feature adorns one of the breezeways that
provide for full smoking.
The gaming room also incorporates a relatively new
technology that regularly diffuses a subtle puff of French
perfume into the air-conditioning, rather than air-fresheners.
This part of the hotel was the result of a rigorous social impact
statement, application and approval process by regulators
that took six months. The further challenge was to source
and acquire the relevant permits to operate EGMs from other
venues.
The room is one by Paul Kelly Design, who describe it as “one
of the most elaborate” they have done. Already a popular part

Signature dish, Pork Knuckle

of the hotel, John says there’s none better.
“Paul Kelly did a fantastic job. I haven’t seen a better room and
I worked for a company that specialises in gaming better than
anyone else,” said the former Redcape manager.
Exiting via the gaming room’s second door, through to the
carpark, one arrives at the Liquor Stax ‘superstore’ bottle shop.
Enjoying plenty of fridge space, the team has arranged some
doors into demographically targeted selections, most notably
an ‘Over 40s’.
It is clear from the first that a great deal of consideration
went into everything, from the beer brands stacked on
the superstore floor to the sight lines of the 50-odd highdefinition TVs. The planning and construction period took in
the region of 18 months, with no rush to commerce or stone
left unturned.
“The attention to detail has been outstanding,” offers John. “I
was here for the last four months of the build, and it was no
shortcuts, no rush to get it done, just get it done right.
“A testimony to how well it was built by New England is that
we’ve had hardly anything go wrong, which is great.”
New England Constructions have completed over 200
hospitality projects, but concede it is very unusual to do a
‘greenfield’ development. The project was delivered under a
‘Construction Management’ (CM) arrangement, which allows
a client optimum flexibility to change elements on the fly
rather than have projects go to tender, potentially provoking
price and execution conflicts during later variations. This in
fact allowed construction to begin early, while interior design
documentation was still being completed.
August 2016 PubTIC | 13
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“Ultimately the biggest benefit of a CM arrangement is that it
creates a non-confrontational relationship between the client
and the builder, which allows changes to happen seamlessly
and reduce cost exposure,” responded New England’s general
manager, Stephen Geissler.
The 2,200 m² site received approval in August 2015, and work
commenced the following month. The flexible arrangement
and no-rush timeframe facilitated a carefully considered job
that was actually completed four weeks ahead of schedule.
“We looked at the site constraints and constructability of
the design to maximise the opportunities of the site,” added
Geissler. “By doing this, we were able to save large sums – in
the hundreds of thousands – through minor changes that
would not affect the end user experience.”

Now Open
The challenges of a brand new pub certainly don’t stop once
the doors open. Licensing and police have naturally wanted to
see what transpires. A large format pub can quickly find itself
on the wrong side of favourable in the era of tight regulation.
“Anyone bringing food into this smoking area, staff don’t
have to force them out, but they have to tell them ‘you’re
not supposed to eat in here’,” advises John. “We’ll make a
notification in the incident register.
“I have nearly weekly meetings with licensing and I’ll print
them off any incidents. We use AusComply – it’s absolutely
fantastic. I can do a graph or range of all types of incidents,
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how it’s reported, descriptions of the personnel – it’s a
fantastic tool.
“We’ve had meetings with ALEC. We’ve got a new supervisor
for the area, he absolutely loves the system, and he’s worked
with them with a few liquor accords. We’ve got a good
working relationship with local licensing.
“AusComply came out on Friday and Saturday nights and
worked with our security teams and management. All the
managers have got it on their phones, where they can review
incidents. There was training for the security, and they love it.”
The Hotel has six different access points and as many as nine
contracted security guards on a busy night, but awareness is
still part of the ongoing conversation with staff.
“I have a lot of underage in my venue. We have to train staff
the law still says they’ve got to be in the immediate vicinity of
a responsible adult. In our first week, we were being tested by
all the local young crowd, and we probably had about six fake
IDs we confiscated and handed over to the police.
“I say to staff ‘if you don’t want to cop an $1100 fine, and more
than likely lose your job and possibly never get re-hired, then
always ask.”
As operation becomes normalised, John says they enter the
next phase: engaging with community and sporting groups.
So far they have two local cricket clubs and have begun
sponsorship and fundraising activities for teams at local public
schools. Sundays are ‘family fun day’, with a jumping castle
and regular face-painting, balloon artist or magician. Soon

“

--- PROUDLY AWARDED ---

Working with New England Constructions was
a stress-free experience. They accommodated
all our requests and the result is an exceptional
Hotel which met our budget and was completed
4 weeks ahead of schedule. New England
Constructions is now our Builder of Choice.

”

- Ed Malouf, Royal Hotels Group

COMMERCIAL BUILDER
OF THE YEAR 2016
BY MASTER BUILDERS ASSOCIATION FOR SOUTH EAST NSW

GREGORY HILLS HOTEL, ROYAL HOTELS
GROUP
GREGORY
HILLS HOTEL, ROYAL HOTELS GROUP

N E W

B U I L D S

•

R E F U R B I S H M E N T S

•

E X T E N S I O N S

Click here to find out more | www.newenglandconstructions.com.au
PH: 02 9369 1241

VISIT US AT BONDI JUNCTION OR WOLLONGONG
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there will be badge draws and meat raffles.
The pub launched a Facebook page around four months
before opening, unsure what reaction it would get. It
exploded. It seemed every local could not wait for the Hills’
own watering hole.
This became avenue for pre-launch feedback on elements
such as the beer selection, and a competition around the
cocktail list that garnered 400 entries. More than gaining
feedback, it engaged real locals and their subsequent
communities.
“When the time came to go about finding 70 staff, I said
‘don’t worry about agencies or anything, we’ll organise a
recruitment day’ – and 150 people turned up looking for a
job,” pronounced John. “Over 90 per cent of our staff live
within five kilometres. This means they connect with the
patrons, because they understand the needs and wants and
the requirements of the locals.
“I’ve been involved with other pubs with what I thought were
great patrons – until ours. What was a big surprise, was not
just the number of Likes we get, but the sharing of information
with friends; 288 shares on a post with 400 comments, for
example. Wow!”
John says he, management and marketing share the load of
replying to Facebook comments and questions such as ‘when
does the courtesy bus run?’, and sign off on messages to add
a personal element. But knowledge and communication is
another ongoing aspect he applies to staff training, ensuring
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they know the answers to day-to-day questions that patrons –
particularly at a new pub – may ask.
“All those little 101 micro-points of running a pub – I want to
knowledge up my staff, so when they’re serving someone,
they’re also selling the venue.”
Emanating from the finance sector, John worked in security
for a while before being enticed into pub management, often
cleaning up rough locations. He has been President of the
local liquor accord for 11 years, is a confessed workaholic, and
likes nothing better than being the host on a busy night –
mingling with guests, teaching them the trick to unlocking the
secrets of the pub’s signature pork knuckle, which always sell
out, or daring them to try to wrap their mouths around one of
the Grego burgers.
While there are rumours of a ‘stage 2’ that could see a
dedicated function space, maybe an extension to the
175-space carpark, maybe an extension to trading hours, or
even some accommodation on the vacant land adjoining the
block, he says there is no rush. He is very much enjoying the
status quo right now.
“I’ll keep trading this for best ambience, best service …
keep the owners happy. It’s a pretty easy recipe – hard to
implement.
“I’ve had a few industry people come through, I give them all
the VIP tour. I’ve no problem showing off this venue! I don’t
think there are many like it – it has everything.
“That’s all I say.”

FEATURE

Hospitality - the new boom
As one door closes, another opens, or so they say. While holes
in the ground are no longer the new black, there is plenty of
scope for service and hospitality to fill the void.
Adam Le Lievre reports
The great state of Western Australia has enjoyed years of
unprecedented economic growth and prosperity thanks
predominately to demand for its abundant reserves of rich
natural resources. The Reserve Bank of Australia estimates that
by 2013 this ‘mining boom’ had (across Australia) raised real
per capita household disposable income by 13 per cent, raised
real wages by 6 per cent and lowered the unemployment rate
by about 1.25 percentage points.
Most industries enjoyed riding the mining boom’s wave,
cashing in on its offering, including tourism and hospitality
businesses, airlines, accommodation hotels and pubs – all
beneficiaries of business and employment-related travel and
high disposable incomes. But according to Deloitte Access
Economics “times have changed in Western Australia” with
state real final demand, a measure of activity in the domestic
economy, contracting for 11 of the past 12 quarters (in annual
terms), “as investment wanes and not much fills the breach”.
Unemployment figures released in August 2016 by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) underscored WA’s state

of affairs, with unemployment climbing to 6.3 per cent in July
2016; its worst state since the 1980s, and a 30-year high.
Australian Hotels Association (WA) CEO Bradley Woods says,
“Recent employment data released by the ABS indicates
Western Australia is still transiting out of the mining boom,
and this means there is plenty of opportunity for the
hospitality sector to source local employees.
“There are hundreds of jobs open in the hospitality industry
in Western Australia – including at the soon-to-open Crown
Perth”.
Deloitte Access Economics expects Western Australia’s
economy to continue to grow in the years ahead, but at a
significantly slower rate. They say this can be considered WA’s
‘new normal’. WA Treasurer Mike Nahan is similarly optimistic,
telling media “The growth rate has slowed, but we’re still, even
with this adjustment, the best state to live in, the best state for
investment, the best state with the strongest future.”
So what does all of this economic talk mean for pubs?
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attracting more events to the city.
While welcoming the move by Premier Colin Barnett to take
on the tourism portfolio, and his commitment to focus on
policies that will grow the sector, the hotel lobby is calling
for sustained levels of government spending on marketing
campaigns that promote WA as a tourism destination.
Woods says, “It is critically important as the state government
looks to create jobs and diversify the economy. Recent
announcements by Tourism WA regarding funding for
marketing are a positive sign”.
Industry will have its fingers crossed that Premier Barnett
negotiates a deal with Qantas to secure non-stop flights
between London and Perth, or possibly Paris and Perth on
the new Boeing 787 Dreamliner. The Premier says non-stop
flights between London and Perth would be a “game changer”
for WA’s economy, effectively transforming Perth into a hub
for travel to the rest of Australia. Flights could start as early as
2018 and negotiations are ongoing.

The News
Regardless of the downturn, Perth’s hotel accommodation
sector is expanding at a rate where by 2020 there will be
well over 4,000 new rooms – double the State government’s

Walkabout Hotel, Port Hedland

Industry figures like CBRE senior director David Kennedy,
and Bradley Woods, remain positive. However, they both
acknowledge a hard road ahead for Western Australia’s
country pubs and hotel accommodation.
“Western Australia’s country pubs face great challenges being
located outside of the metropolitan areas, including higher
operational costs, as well as staffing. Backpackers have helped
ease some of the acute shortages in attracting staff to work
during the peak seasons, but there are still pressures from
higher costs associated with payment of penalty rates for
weekend and public holiday hours,” said Woods.
Tough times are reflected by at least 25 regional pubs being
on the market in Western Australia, which Woods attributes
to issues including rising operational costs and fluctuations in
both the economy and populations of some towns.
David Kennedy agrees that they’re doing it tough in the bush,
saying “The regions (especially the Pilbara) are suffering far
worse than in the metropolitan areas. Sales are pretty much
restricted to receiver sales, such as the Walkabout in Port
Hedland and the Newman Hotel. Broome, Margaret River and
Albany are all feeling it, and it doesn’t help when holiday deals
are still cheaper offshore than within Australia”.
Woods says there’s much more work to be done in targeting
visitors from interstate and Asian markets and believes now is
the time to be growing tourism marketing and investment and
Peppers, Kings Square
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original target. David Kennedy says, “There is no doubt in my
mind that we need new supply.
“The major supply coming onto the market in the city over
the next three to four years is five-stars, apart from the 500room Crown Towers at Burswood, which feeds off the casino.
Presenting to Tourism WA at the Perth Convention Centre
in July, Kennedy highlighted that over 50 per cent of Perth’s
hotel stock is over 30 years old and 32 per cent over 40 years
old.
“The problem will be eventually that the current supply will
need major refurbishment, which in some cases is already
underway. For example, at the Four Points by Sheraton,
Rydges Hay Street conversion to a five-star Intercontinental,
and Kings Hotel, which is about to commence a new Rydges
Hotel.”
Kennedy believes that new stock will bring new customers
and that State government spending on projects like Elizabeth
Quay, City Link and Perth Stadium as well as the upgrade and
consolidation of Perth Airport will help boost international and
interstate visitation.
When asked why it took so long for Perth hotels to renew,
Kennedy said, “We needed a mining boom to get the
government money to spend and see a major increase in

hotel rates and occupancies. New hotels just weren’t viable
prior to this. Also new building methods are cheaper and
quicker, such as prefabricated construction, like the soon-tobe constructed Peppers, on Wellington Street.
“From a sales viewpoint, buyers are still mainly from southeast Asia. CBRE has sold two Quest Hotels this year, in
Rockingham and in the CBD on Adelaide Terrace, to a
Malaysian buyer and a German fund out of Singapore. We
have good interest from Singapore in a further Quest at 130
Mounts Bay Road. The Sunmoon Boutique Resort hotel in
Scarborough is on the market and closing next week, and
over 80 per cent of the enquiry is from offshore. Scarborough
is attracting a lot of attention, particularly as the government
is funding a major foreshore upgrade and coastal swimming
pool.
“Scarborough is one of the best beaches in Australia and is set
to become the Gold Coast of Western Australia,” said Kennedy.
Tourism and hospitality will remain an important issue in
Western Australian with a state election due in March, 2017.
There’s no question that tourism and hospitality as an industry
is best placed to fill the void left by the boom in Western
Australia.

Sunmoon Boutique Resort
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The future of pubs is food

St.George Business Banking recently presented the return of
its ‘Future of Food’ industry insight event, at the Macquarie
Street office of the AHA NSW. A parliament of hungry minds
assembled to hear the insights of an esteemed panel of chefs
and industry cornerstones, over three courses and a range of
topics.
The past decade has seen the standard of foodservice in pubs
rise from not even considered part of the culinary equation,
to Hatted extravaganzas boasting leading, often world-famous
chefs. Two of the best Australian pub groups for this trend are
Merivale and Solotel, each operating award-winning dining
establishments and enticing name artisan chefs to front or cooperate the kitchen aspects of the business.

“Launching a venue is so exciting … and you get a really good
honeymoon period for the first six weeks. But then you have
to make the venue work as a business, and I urge all pub
owners to look into the future and position their businesses
for the day-in day-out trade.
“At Merivale, we look at all facets of the business and the
profitability and we are not afraid to make changes where it’s
necessary. Managing and harnessing talent is a skill that takes
a lot of effort. We are still developing our systems to be able to

To this end, three of the five guest speakers were from these
two groups. Zac Sykes has worked with some of the best,
including at Merivale’s Fish Shop. In early 2016 accepted
invitation to head up Solotel’s North Bondi Fish. Chris Hogarth
has worked a number of Merivale’s best restaurants, including
Papi Chulo at Manly Wharf, which he currently drives, as well
as Slipp Inn in El Loco, and the soon-to-be relaunched Queen
Victoria Hotel.
Foodservice and beverage across Merivale’s fleet of highend venues is steered by one of its veterans, Frank Roberts,
behind the scenes with the Group since 2003. Responsible for
all restaurants and key elements such as the recruitment of
executive chefs, Roberts focussed his discussion on the real
business of food, particularly profitability and the management
of talent.

Danny Russo
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such as rotisserie and smoked meats, juicy burgers and fried
chicken, as well as uber-fresh seafood.
Sykes has a penchant for using seafood, and spoke of the firstrate local product. He said he seeks to serve this up himself,
and hopes its use will continue to grow on Australian menus.
“You won’t know it, but 75 per cent of our seafood is
imported,” he proclaimed. “And for a country surrounded by
water, that’s quite alarming.
“Australia and New Zealand lead the world with aquaculture
and I really want to see some more of our product on tables. It
is held in very high regard throughout the world. The farmed
product is a lot more sustainable and the quality is very
consistent, as is the availability.”

identify talent early on and give them the opportunity.
“Rather than merely train employees, who may then seek
to move on anyway, we try to identify good candidates for
promotion and actively give these individuals responsibility
and encourage them to take ownership of outcomes.”
Chefs Hogarth and Sykes used their time to discuss ‘trends and
produce’ in today’s successful kitchens.
“We are seeing a real rise in fun food,” said Hogarth. “Food that
you may have had growing up, like burgers, hot dogs and fried
chicken.
“America has been a real source of inspiration – from the
cuisine to the cooking. I love to BBQ and grill foods; it’s fun
and casual, and reflects Australian’s relationship with dining
out.”
Merivale recently re-opened its overhauled The Newport,
boasting the kind of “fun food” to which Hogarth referred,

The third act, over dessert, saw Kim Barnard from The Urban
List join celebrity chef Danny Russo to talk ‘technology in
the kitchen’. Russo has worked in world-class restaurants
around the world, and locally at Merivale’s Beresford and
Andrew Thomas’ The Oaks, which he led to take the coveted
Good Food Pub Guide Best Steak award in 2014. He is the
mastermind behind the Russolini restaurants, occupying a
stand-alone in Drummoyne and instalments at several Sydney
pubs.
Barnard and Russo’s discussion spoke on both technology
advancements in equipment, and also value around that of
marketing and social media.
“Social media is a must-have for pubs and food venues,”
advised Barnard. “It immerses the public in the experience you
are providing, and gives potential patrons an idea of the food,
the fit-out and the crowd that comes to your venue.”
Russo admitted he is not an expert in social media, but
acknowledged the advances in patron appreciation, and their
ability to publicly proclaim support or criticism.

L-R: Zac Sykes, Chris Hogarth and St.George’s Sidney Lin
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“My client’s venues get reviewed every minute of the day,” he
suggested. “Every customer is a reviewer. They will tell their
friends immediately on social media about the experience
they are having. You don’t gear up for a one-off review … you
are being critiqued all the time, and you have to be aware of it.
“I think social media is not just about me – the chef living
my life – it’s about the pub, the people, the food and the
experience. Customers’ expectations have been lifted even
higher as they become more educated and more adventurous
with food.
“We have to deliver, and we are marked accordingly and
instantly.”
The brain food educational insights were accompanied by
delectable and on-trend dining courses dreamed up by
the speakers. These were cooked and served up by award-

winning chef Greg Bookallil and his team from the Longueville
and Bayview Hotels.
The three courses were: a taco salad entrée by Hogarth or
cured Saikou salmon entrée by Sykes, a roasted burrawang
chicken or rolled porchetta with crackling main by Roberts,
and a banoffee hot dog dessert by Russo.
“We are amazed by the revolution that has been brought to
pubs in regards to food,” summarised Paul Hilder, head of
the St.George hospitality team. “Tonight is proof that it is a
growing and critical revenue stream and that the interest in
pub food is ever-increasing.
“We love pubs, and we love how they have engaged with their
communities and brought a global food perspective onto
plates.”
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